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The eCommerce customer journey is complex. 
Online, the average shopper spends just over three 
minutes on a retailer’s website browsing through 6 
pages. In stores, “showrooming” and other online-
offline interactions are the norm. In fact, Google has 
found that 82% of in-store customers turn to their 
phones for purchase decisions. This is an important 
stat because a whopping 93% of consumers that 
research a product on their mobile device go on to 
make a purchase.

This complex journey includes a multitude of 
diverse customer acquisition channels that make it 
difficult for eCommerce professionals to track, 
understand, and enhance the customer experience 
and path-to-purchase. Thankfully, there is one 
common thing among eCommerce websites: the 
majority of both traffic and revenue originates from 
search. 

Google is the leading source of eCommerce traffic 
and revenue. According to Wolfgang Digital’s 2019 
eCommerce KPI report, 60% of retailer site traffic  
and 55% of the eCommerce revenue is driven by 
organic and paid search. With such a strong 
influence on eCommerce revenue, it is imperative 
that eCommerce professionals understand what’s 
important to the search giant and follow suit. And if 
there is one thing that the search giant has been 
focusing on for years, it is website speed. 
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Understanding the eCommerce customer journey

Key Takeaways:

The foundation
AMP, PWA & SSR are the 
foundation for sub-second 
eCommerce sites.

AMPs drive organic traffic
AMPs lift eCommerce 
organic traffic by 32.1%. 

PWAs lift conversions
PWAs boost conversion 
rates by 15-30% with 
instant browsing speeds.

AMPs for search traffic
Google’s recommended 
customer journey is 
SERP --> AMP --> PWA.

SSRs for the other channels
The recommended journey 
for non-search traffic is 
SSR --> PWA.

For years, Google has been investing in creating a faster web, with a focus on the mobile web. 
From the introduction of the mobile-first index in 2016 to two algorithmic changes last year 
that tie website speed to SEO and SEM. These are the ‘Speed Update’ of July 2018, which 
solidified the importance of mobile website speed as a determining factor over search 
ranking, and a corresponding Google Ads update that tied mobile site speed to website 
Quality Score. 
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The average retailer sees the majority of its website traffic and eCommerce revenue originate 
from search. In 2018, 42% of eCommerce website traffic and 35% of the revenue originated 
from organic search. And while retailer ad spend skyrocketed that year to represent 49% share 
of the mobile ad spend, paid campaigns simply could not compete with the revenue generated 
by organic search. Throughout 2018, only one-fifth of eCommerce revenue was attributed to 
paid channels, compared to 35% that was driven by organic search.

This doesn’t just mean investing in technical SEO, keyword analysis, content, backlinks, ad 
scripts, landing pages, and campaign optimization. Since late 2018, the path to both SEO and 
SEM wins requires that a website loads faster than others competing for the same keywords. 
And when it comes to websites speed optimization, three new technologies have changed the 
game: AMP, PWA, and SSR.

To gain and retain a competitive advantage 
eCommerce sites must invest in climbing 
the ranks to capture more organic traffic 
and optimizing ROI from SEM to increase 
the share of revenue from paid search. 
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Improving site speed lifts eCommerce search traffic

But that’s not all. The search giant has gone beyond algorithmic changes to stress the 
importance of website speed by developing tools to facilitate and measure website speed 
optimization, including Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP), Speed Index, and the Impact 
Calculator. New speed standards, such as the 3-second rule, and recommendations for a 
lightning fast customer journey soon followed. 

In this guide, we will cover new technologies that enable sub-second page loads and how they 
have laid the foundation for the new eCommerce customer journey. We will also lay out ways 
to avoid developmental burdens and rewrites when combining Progressive Web Apps (PWA) 
Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) and Server-Side Rendering (SSR) on complex, enterprise 
eCommerce websites that generate more than $10M in annual revenue. 

 

32.1% increase in eCommerce 
organic traffic from AMP.

Spyfu data shows 
1-800-Flowers rising
in search ranking 
following the ‘Speed 
Update’ due to sub-
second page loads 
powered by the 
Moovweb XDN.

Site speed boosts search ranking of IR100 retailer

Speed Update

mended Customer Journey for eCommerce .pdf
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AMP and PWAs with SSR were built for speed. These modern technologies enable website 
speeds that were previously impossible and rival (and even beat) the speed of native apps. 

AMP is an open-source HTML library, which is fast-by-default. AMPs use server-side rendering 
and enforce severe restrictions on JavaScript to ensure speedy loads. AMP content is then 
prefetched and pre-rendered by Google, further reducing load times, transforming fast into 
instant page loads. In fact, the median load time for AMP pages is under half a second. AMPs 
have been found to boost organic traffic by 27.1% across the board, with eCommerce websites 
seeing larger wins with a 32.1% boost to organic traffic after adopting AMP.

PWAs are lightning fast websites, written in JavaScript, that act like native applications, 
including instant page transitions, thumbprint checkout, auto sign-in, and push notifications. 
PWAs are defined as fast, engaging, and reliable, and they essentially combine the reach of the 
mobile web with the capabilities of native apps. 

However, the first load of PWAs tends to be slower than those of traditional websites. 
Fortunately, developmental tools are making it easier to use SSR for your PWA on the first load, 
so there is no longer a trade-off between slower first-page loads and speedy subsequent page 
loads, i.e., browsing transitions. 

SSR is a requirement for any modern eCommerce website. It cuts first load times which 
directly impacts bounce rates. SSR also ensures that search crawlers and bots receive content 
they can easily understand and index, retaining your hard-earned SEO wins. Unfortunately, none 
of the leading eCommerce platforms currently offer SSR. 
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AMP, PWA & SSR are the foundation 

Two types of speed

Browsing transitions

conversion rate lift15-30%

Instant page 
transitions via PWAs

boost in organic traffic32.1%

sub-second 
loads with AMP + SSR

First-page load time
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SSR of JavaScript websites requires the addition of a new tier to the website stack, called a 
Backend for the Frontend (BFF). The BFF helps organize microservices and coordinate 
functionality across a diverse system. On an enterprise eCommerce site, the BFF’s primary 
duty is to dynamically generate the SSR pages for the PWA. 

While large enterprise IT teams such as those at Nike.com have the resources to independently 
run and maintain a BFF, most eCommerce teams do not. Fortunately, the Moovweb XDN offers 
the BFF (and much more) as an integrated part of the CDN tier that requires zero management 
and strong SLAs.

Combining PWA and SSR technologies yields a faster journey, from landing through checkout. 
Fast becomes instant when modern CDN technology and dynamic content prefetching come 
into play. This holistic approach to speed optimization across the stack can make websites 
load in a blink of the eye and deliver subsequent pages instantly. And given that most of the 
buyer journey comes after landing, those improvements can have a dramatic impact. 

Dramatic speed increase from combining 
PWA & SSR increases conversion rate by 24%

www.moovweb.com
https://www.moovweb.com/learn/request-demo
http://www.moovweb.com
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Correctly combining AMP, PWA, SSR, and CDN technologies results in lightning fast websites 
with sub-second page loads. In other words, combining the four results in an instant customer 
journey from search to first-visit to subsequent pages and checkout, which enhances the 
customer experience and boosts conversions. 

Google’s recommended customer journey combines the best performing technologies for 
speed. The search giant recommends delivering AMP pages to search users at landing and 
then transitioning them to the full PWA version of the website for the rest of their journey. 

Paid

Email

Social 

Affiliates 

Direct 

SSR page

SSR is also critical for non-organic traffic 
Enterprise eCommerce websites (i.e., those grossing $10M+ annually) tend to 
see a larger share of traffic and revenue from other channels, such as email, 
direct traffic, social, and referral. In these cases, the importance of SSR really 
comes to light. Put differently, while AMP content might fast first-page loads 
from search, SSR ensures speedy first-visits from every other channel.  

SSR is crucial for delivering fast first-page loads and has, therefore, become the 
standard for eCommerce PWAs. Amazon, Walmart, eBay, Nike, United, and 
Kirkland’s are a few examples of industry leaders that use both SSR and PWA 
technologies to delight consumers with instant loading websites, boost 
conversions, and maintain their SEO position.

www.example.com
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There are two things that any eCommerce professional and product manager must bear in 
mind when creating digital experiences: you are competing for consumers’ attention, and if 
there is one thing that will make you lose it quickly that is a slow mobile experience.

Mobile UX expert Luke Wroblewski sums it up perfectly. “People unlock their phones around 80 
times a day. The average time people sleep is about 8 hours... Given this frequency, it’s 
unsurprising that most sessions are very short — most under 30 seconds...Given that, if things 
are slow, you’re going to really, really, really hate it.” 

And the data backs that claim. Research by Ericsson has found that the psychological effect of 
waiting for a page to load is equivalent to the stress of watching a horror movie or waiting in 
line at a store. The latter is especially telling, as consumers tend to shop online precisely to 
avoid those lines.

The emotional reaction that slow web experiences invoke in consumers is most likely the 
reason that mobile sites typically convert at 38% the rate of their desktop counterparts. 
Fortunately, we have found that sub-second PWAs convert at nearly double that ratio.

Google understands consumers demand speed. That’s why its recommended customer 
journey focuses on speed. The search giant’s precise recommendations are to take searchers 
to AMP content from the search engine results page and use a service worker to prefetch the 
full PWA version of the site for subsequent pages, while consumers are on the AMP page.
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The new eCommerce customer journey is instant 

SERP AMP PWA
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Google introduced the AMP protocol to provide mobile users 
with fast loading pages from search. And with 58% of 
the searches and 65% of the search giant’s ad revenue 
coming from mobile devices, you can understand why the 
focus is on the mobile web experience.

It’s important to note that AMPs are actually pre-rendered by 
the Google Search Results Page (SERP), which makes the 
AMP content load almost instantly as it is already available 
on the user’s browser, just waiting for a click. Put differently, 
AMP is a container format for Google to safely embed third-
party content, so that the destination page can be 
prefetched, pre-rendered, and served nearly instantly from 
the SERP.
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AMPs are cached, rendered, and served from Google

The next step in the recommended journey is the PWA. PWAs have tools, notably the service 
worker, that give developers greater control over browser caching and content prefetching, 
which are key to enabling instant page loads. This means that developers can build a site that 
works as smoothly as native apps downloaded from the App Store or Play Store. 

Unfortunately, Google’s recommended customer journey adds developmental complexity as 
the website needs to support two different technologies: AMP and PWA. Supporting PWA and 
AMP in a complex eCommerce environment tends to require an extensive rewrite to AMP 
HTML, as well as continued maintenance. 

Thankfully, Moovweb has developed tools to avoid this, so your development teams don’t have 
to write your website twice, once in JavaScript for the PWA and again in AMP HTML.

PWAs are prefetched from AMP

Delivering AMP at landing cuts first-page load times and bounce rates. Transitioning to the 
PWA for further pages delivers instant browsing transitions for the rest of the session, 
boosting the customer experience, conversions, and revenue. In other words, combining the 
two correctly results in an instant journey from search through product discovery to checkout.

AMP’s secret sauce 
for speed isn’t the 
technology itself. 
It’s that AMP pages 
are already cached, 
rendered & served 
on Google .com, 
which cuts page 
loads to a mediam 
of under 500ms.

Due to web security policies, the search giant can only pre-render sites that are in its cache. 
As a result, many of the restrictions of AMP content have been put in place to ensure that the 
page will be pre-rendered securely. The search giant is pushing for a faster, more secure web.

www.moovweb.com
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The industry has historically focused on first-page load times, as they directly 
impact bounce rates, and therefore the number of potential shoppers. However, 
most of the customer journey takes place after the landing page, and should be 
measured by browsing speed.

Google's entire push to AMP emphasizes the importance of browsing speed. 
The recommended journey is in effect that every page, except for the initial 
search page, is a browsing transition. The AMP content is prefetched and pre-
rendered by Google and the PWA content is prefetched from the AMP. It is time 
that we move away from focusing on first-page loads to optimizing for the first-
load and browsing transitions, thus optimizing the entire journey.

Consider this, the average eCommerce session includes 6 pages and 20% of the 
session duration is spent waiting for pages to load. Shaving a second or two off 
of the first-page load will not materially change the percentage of time spent 
waiting, optimizing browsing speeds to sub-second levels will significantly 
enhance the customer experience. The Moovweb XDN reduces the wait time to 
a mere 5% of the session duration via sub-second progressive web apps.

Start measuring and optimizing browsing speed

www.moovweb.com
https://www.moovweb.com/learn/request-demo
https://www.wolfgangdigital.com/kpi-2019/


The average eCommerce website sees the majority share of its traffic come in from organic 
search, so it makes sense to adhere to Google’s recommendations and support both PWA and 
AMP. Unfortunately, these two development protocols could not be more divergent.

PWAs use modern libraries like React, Vue, and Angular where JavaScript takes on the central 
role of rendering HTML, CSS, as well as delivering interactivity. AMPs, on the other hand, have 
tight restrictions on the use of JavaScript, CSS, and HTML. The result is that to support both 
AMP and PWA, developers typically need to recode a significant portion of the site in AMP. And 
every bug fix, layout change, new feature, etc. may require additional recording to AMP HTML.

Moovweb solves this with a combination of our open source framework, React Storefront, and 
the Moovweb XDN infrastructure with automatic AMP conversion built-in. The Moovweb XDN 
automatically generates pixel perfect AMP HTML for any PWA JavaScript the developer writes. 
This way your developers can write your progressive web app once, in React, and get AMP 
support with no extra effort.
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Supporting AMP + PWA for enterprise eCommerce

And it’s worked very well for our customers. Instead of rebuilding their PWA, implementing 
AMP with React Storefront typically takes a day or two, and most of that is simply verifying 
everything works as expected.   

Automatic AMP
React Storefront 
auto -generates 
AMP pages, so 
you don’t have to 
manage two sites.

AMP Validation
Ensures that AMP 
pages remain in 
compliance with 
AMP standards

CMS Images
AMP technology 
requires explicit 
image sizes in the 
page markup. The 
M o o v w e b X D N 
automatically adds 
this to the markup.

Analytics
With AMP served 
from Google CDN, it’s  
difficult to establish 
session continuity. 
Our session stitching 
e n s u re s a c c u ra t e 
clickstream reporting.

Automatic AMP conversion

www.moovweb.com
https://www.moovweb.com/learn/request-demo
https://amp.dev/documentation/guides-and-tutorials/learn/spec/amphtml
http://pwa.moovweb.com
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The Takeaways

The new eCommerce customer journey revolves around website speed.

Google has been emphasizing website speed for years, and as of late 2018, the search giant is 
incorporating mobile website speed as a determining factor for both search ranking and 
website Quality Score.

To facilitate a faster web, the search giant has introduced a technology built for speed - AMP - 
and has set new speed standards and recommendations. One such recommendation is to 
send search users to AMP content at landing and to transition them to the PWA for instant 
browsing through subsequent pages. This way consumers enjoy an enhanced experience of 
lightning-fast first-page loads as well as instant page transitions.

For non-search traffic, SSR is key to ensuring speedy first-page loads and decreasing bounce 
rates to the bare minimum. The recommended journey for non-search traffic is to land on an 
SSR page and then transition to the PWA for subsequent pages, thus delivering an instant 
customer journey from landing through checkout.

Combining AMP and PWA, however, is tricky. The two technologies are as different as night 
and day, and often enterprise eCommerce websites find themselves having to maintain 
what are effectively two separate websites.

The Moovweb XDN solves this issue. The AMP HTML website is automatically created, 
allowing you to deliver the new, speed optimized, customer journey that Google recommends 
without additional development or maintenance burden. Additionally, the Moovweb XDN 
provides built-in SSR and a unique CDN that makes the fast PWAs browsing speed 
instant. Websites on the  Moovweb XDN no longer need to be optimized as they are nearly 
instant - and one cannot optimize beyond instant.

Consumers have become accustomed to instant page loads, and ignoring their preference is a 
sure way to make potential customers ignore you. and visit your competitors who are most 
likely investing in website speed optimization.

We hope you enjoyed this guide. Please do not hesitate to contact us with  any  questions  or  
concerns, or schedule a consultative conversation with a product specialist now.

www.moovweb.com
https://www.moovweb.com/learn/request-demo
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Some of Our Customers

Launch 
Fast

Moovweb works with 
your existing backend 

and increases developer 
productivity,  enabling 

you to launch 
sub-second sites in less 

than 12 weeks.

Sub-second 
Speed

Go 
Headless

Decouple your front-end 
from the backend, 

reduce eCommerce 
vendor lock-in, embrace 

APIs/microservices. 
Moovweb

has no vendor lock-in!

Zero 
DevOps

Cut costs and free 
developers to focus on 
apps, not ops by relying 

on the infrastructure that 
serves ⅓ of all US 

mobile shoppers every 
month.

Nearly $10 billion in eCommerce flow through the Moovweb platform annually.

By taking a full stack 
approach to speed 

optimization Moovweb  
enables sub-second 

page loads with 
server-side rendering, 
intelligent prefetching, 
auto AMP generation, 

CDN-as-code, and more.

Moovweb XDN
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